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Problem Definition:

● Current commercially available budget LiDAR Scanners are fast but imprecise at larger distances 

● They are also quite expensive (even “affordable” ones), which makes development with them more 

difficult for amateurs or hobbyists  

Ryan



Goal

● Develop a 2D scanning LiDAR system that utilizes a one dimensional LiDAR module

● Scan 2-Dimensionally with equal or better precision than current 2D LiDAR systems available

● Keep the costs low at under $60

Ryan



Objectives:

● LiDAR system should be able to measure and detect small objects at longer distances

● The system should be able to sample every .1125 degrees 

● Thes LIDAR system’s footprint should be smaller than a piece of 8.5” X 11’ paper

● The LiDAR system should be affordable. 

Ryan



Design Attributes and Requirements:

Tian Xu

LiDAR should be able to detect things 10 meter away.

LiDAR should be able to rotate 360 degree.

Stepper motor should be able to rotate in different rate.

The system should be able to transmit data back to computer. 

Prototype budget of 2D LiDAR system should cost less than $60.

The system should be affordable for customers. 

The system should be safe.



Concept Design: Initial Idea

❏ Big base

❏ Inverted Motor

❏ Components together

Zachariah Whitrock



Concept Design: Engineering Analysis

❏ 360° field of view

❏ 200 steps per revolution

Zachariah Whitrock



Concept Design: Engineering Analysis

❏ Resolution at 10 meter
❏ 0.3  meters (12 inches)

❏ Resolution at 1 meter
❏ 0.03 meters (1.25 inches)

Zachariah Whitrock



Components: LiDAR

Single Point Ranging LiDAR Sensor

❏ Capable range of up to 12m

❏ High sample rate - frame rate of 500Hz

❏ Low Cost $25

Tian Xu



Components: Motor

Nema 17 Stepper Motor

❏ Step Angle 1.8° ± 0.09°

❏ Factors vs. Servo motor
❏ Accuracy (smoothness)

❏ Precision (reliability)

❏ Rugged design

❏ Cost

Tian Xu



Components: Micro Controller

Arduino Nano V3

❏ Cheap models available

❏ Nano is small and versatile

❏ IDE can operate on any operating system

Tian Xu



Components: Electrical Slip Ring

Comidox 6-wire Slip Ring

❏ Full 360° rotation field of view 

❏ Avoid delays in rotation direction change

❏ 300 rpm or 5 rps

Tian Xu



Components: Base and Supports

3D Printed Plastics

❏ Gear and belt for power transfer from stepper motor

❏ Base platform for component placement

❏ Housing to protect components

Tian Xu



Proposed Design: 

Zachariah Whitrock



View: Front and Side

LiDAR sits on a rotating tray Full field of view in 2D

Tray Driven by Belt
Rotating Tray Component HousingLiDAR

Zachariah Whitrock



View: Top and Bottom

Belt and gear driven rotation Components separate for design simplicity

Stepper Motor
Slip Ring

Rubber Belt
LiDAR in Rotating Tray

Zachariah Whitrock



Schedule:

Week 6 - Manufacturing 3D printed Parts

● 11/2/21 - Calvin 3D print parts
○ Calvin and Zach research 3rd alternative by Oct 31. 
○ Ryan - Complete LiDAR gathering data code
○ Harper - Complete stepper motor code

● 11/4/21 - Assembly
○ Calvin meets with Ryan for assembly

Calvin



Schedule:
Week 7 - Test and Modify 

● 11/9/21 - Team tests entire unit
○ Book a room in Engineering hall
○ Test in a room that has obstacle up to 10 m
○ CAD team and Code team take note of what needs to change

● 11/11/21 - CAD 
○ Calvin and Zach modify/ add features on the unit

Week 8 - Optimize code

● 11/16/21 - Code
○ Harper and Ryan make adjustments in code for better resolution of point cloud

Calvin



Concerns:

- Components: 
- Belt (friction) or Timing Belt (teeth)

- Calvin and Zach research for alternative design

- Purchase Slip Ring by Oct 31

- Coding:
- We might need external power for stepper motor.

- LIDAR
- The reading of distances is dependent on the color of the object

Calvin



Thank you! 
Questions?


